Abstract: Cooperative constructions of polar codes suitable to multi-channels (parallel channels) is presented in this paper. The constructions consist of several polar codes as mother codes and re-polarization processes, which unify all mother codes into one scheme. Based on our approach, any arbitrary length can be achieved by adjusting the number of processes.
1 Introduction
Polar codes [1] are the first low complexity channel codes that achieve the capacity of arbitrary binary-input symmetric discrete memoryless channels (DMCs 
A block-wise polar transformation with block size N ¼ 2 n is created by recursively executing Equation (1) and Equation (2) . We define the ith bit-channel as W 
As N tends to infinity, some bit-channels tend to perfect and others tend to completely useless. The proportion of perfect bit-channels equals to the capacity of W. The idea of polar coding is transmitting information bits via perfect bit-channels and freeze the others.
In [2] , the authors propose a length-compatible polar code, which extends code length from 2 n to 2 n þ q. The idea is that since the frame error rate (FER) is dominated by those least reliable information bit-channels, q re-polarization are executed to enhance the bit error rates (BERs) of the q least reliable bit-channels.
Here the BER is defined as the number of error bits (after the decoding of an errorcorrecting codes) divided by the total number of bits. It is proven in [2] that the repolarization does improve the reliability of the chosen bit-channel.
Compared with the shortened polar codes in [3] , which set some specified bits to predetermined values so that they do not need to be transmitted and can be restored before decoding (and thus shortens code length from 2 nþ1 to 2 nþ1 À q 0 ), the extended scheme has better waterfall region performance than shortened scheme when some specific lengths are considered.
In this paper, we found that with an appropriate assignment of information bits and corresponding decoding algorithms, the length-compatible scheme has excellent performance over multi-channels.
Proposed cooperative polar code scheme
In this section, we propose a polar code scheme which has length-adaptation and good FER performance over multi-channels. The proposed scheme consists of l conventional polar codes in [1] and q re-polarization processing. The αth conventional polar codes are viewed as the mother code P in the cooperative scheme, where ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; l. And each mother code is constructed for specific channel W . Although a communication/storage system put a limit on code length and code rate in overall channel coding scheme, it doesn't restrict the data assignment within the scheme. So the assignment of information bits within the overall coding scheme is feasible.
The following algorithms provide the optimized assignment of information bits for each P . To get an ðN; KÞ cooperative polar code, the number of information bits K in each P is decided by determining the number of bit-channel in P which bit error rate is lower than the Kth most reliable one in all mother codes. Algorithm 1 shows the optimized cooperative construction for any DMC with finite input and output alphabet sizes based on greedy-merge degrading [4] . The function MinimizeDegradingLoss recursively merges two output alphabets y a , y b 2 Y into one, and it degrades the channel W to Q 0 which has the smallest decrease in mutual information
It is repeated jYj À L times to get a channel Q with a manageable output alphabet size L. Since ÁI is optimized in each iteration, the upper bound for W is proven to be tight and optimal in the power-law sense [5] . Considering a symmetric channel, the function MinimizeDegradingLoss in Algorithm 1 can be replaced by the function DegradingProcedure in [6] , which approximates the reliability of bitchannels more efficiently. Although Algorithm 1 provides an optimal code construction in the power-law sense, the input and output alphabet sizes must be finite. In [7] and [8] , a construction for general channel is provided. For any 2 ð0; 1Þ, we define
and
Considering binary input alphabet,
Since the capacity-achieving input distribution is not uniform when the channel is asymmetric, the challenge is assigning uniform data and the values of frozen bits change the distribution of U n 1 , and thus also change HðU i jU iÀ1 1 Þ. The solution in [7] and [8] is to ensure the change of U n 1 is minor (and thus the performance loss is also minor) by restricting the data assignment to the indices with high HðU i jU iÀ1 1 Þ. Detailed encoding and decoding approaches please refer to [8, Section II] .
Since the proportion of perfect bit-channels after a channel polarization over W is CðWÞ as length tends to infinity, the proportion of enhanced bit-channels in a re-polarization processing should be smaller than minfCðW i Þg, where i is the number of parallel channel.
Compared to the sequential decoding of a conventional polar code with similar length N, the cooperative scheme has better parallelism since P can be decoded in parallel. However, to improve the q least reliable information bit-channels in each P , the q re-polarization processing makes the cooperative scheme not fully parallel. The decoding of the cooperative code scheme is presented in Algorithm 3. The functions recursivelyCalcP and recursivelyUpdateB are the same as successive-cancellation decoding of a conventional polar code, where the former sequentially computes the log-likelihood ration (LLR) layer by layer, and the latter updates the bit values of hidden nodes when corresponding bit-channels finish decoding. A related pseudo code of the two functions can be found in [9] as reference.
As one sees in Algorithm 3, the decoding of each P is independent excluding the q least reliable information bit-channels u ;ðÞ , ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; q. Thus all mother codes P are allowed to decoding in parallel until u ;ð1Þ . Once the first re-polarization processing finishes, all P return to parallel decoding until u ;ð2Þ , and go on. The function m-stageProcessing basically takes u ;ðÞ , ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; l, and 2 m À l raw channel as input channel and implements SC decoding again to enhance the reliability of u ;ðÞ , 8.
Since the overall FER is dominated by those least reliable information bitchannels, the proposed scheme has good FER performance because the re-polarization processing decreases the error rate of the worst bit-channels directly by connecting the message-passing of all P .
In general, storage systems prefer a code rate around 0.9 and a "Kbyte-based" data length (instead of code length, thus a conventional polar code cannot fit the required data length K ¼ 2 n ). Fig. 1 , the performance of proposed cooperative scheme outperforms other length-compatible scheme.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two cooperative polar code constructions which suit to multi-channels. In addition, the corresponding decoding algorithm is also presented. The proposed schemes consist of several mother codes and some repolarization processes. Note that each mother code is constructed for specific channel with appropriated code rate. With the help of additional polarization and the message-passing from other mother codes, the re-polarization processing enhances the least reliable information bit-channels, and thus improving overall frame error rate efficiently. Generally speaking, length-compatible polar codes (including extending, shortening, and puncturing) suffer from error-correcting performance loss if the length adjustment is large. Compared to a conventional polar code with (almost) identical code rate, the proposed scheme has similar or even better FER performance over some multi-channels. A new multiuser MIMO system with sum-rate maximization 
Introduction
Downlink multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (DL MU-MIMO) technologies realize space division multiple access (SDMA), which will be combined with orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) systems to increase the capacity of next generation broadband mobile communication systems [1] . In this study, we investigate a simple and high performance precoding scheme for the DL MU-MIMO systems. Each subcarrier of an OFDMA system can be represented as a flat fading channel, referred to as a flat MIMO channel, which has been used in many studies on the MU-MIMO system [2, 3, 4, 5] . A zero-forcing (ZF) Tomlison-Harashima precoding (THP) scheme introduced in [3] is a simple precoding scheme for the flat MIMO channels because QR decomposition (QRD) alone is required as the impactful matrix operation. On the other hand, a minimum mean square error (MMSE) THP scheme proposed in [4] has demonstrated superior bit error rate (BER) performance to other precoding schemes. The computational complexity of the MMSE-THP scheme has been reduced by using Cholesky decomposition; however we have to calculate an inverse MIMO channel covariance matrix as additional matrix operation which is undesirable from practical viewpoint. The ZF-THP is hence attractive scheme to avoid the issue.
Two types of the ZF-THP scheme can be seen in [3] , one is for single-user (SU) MIMO systems and another is for the MU-MIMO systems. We have investigated the ZF-THP scheme with sub-stream permutation for the SU-MIMO systems in [6] . We have shown that the proposed scheme outperforms the MMSE approach when we use a permutation pattern which maximizes the total bit-rate and allocate unequal number of bits to each sub-stream. In addition, we have proposed a computationally efficient algorithm, modified sorted QRD (MSQRD), which shows almost the same achievable bit-rate with that of the exhaustive search. As for the MU-MIMO system, the ZF-THP with user-stream permutation has been introduced in [5] . They have used the permutation pattern which minimizes the mean square error (MSE); however the BER performance was inferior to that of the MMSE-THP scheme.
In this study, we focus on the ZF-THP scheme in [5] . Main purpose is to confirm whether the strategy in [6] is also applicable to the ZF-THP in the MU-MIMO scenario to improve the downlink performance. We will show, in the numerical examples, that the MSQRD for the MU-MIMO scenario provides approximately the same achievable sum-rate as the exhaustive search, and average BER is superior to the conventional MMSE-THP scheme in high SNRs when appropriate unequal bit allocation patterns are given.
Notation: C denotes a set of complex numbers, and C NÂM stands for a set of N Â M complex matrices. ½Á T , ½Á H , and detðÁÞ indicate the transpose of a matrix, the Hermitian transpose of a complex matrix, and the determinant of a matrix. diagfxg represents a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are equal to that of a vector x.
ZF-THP for DL MU-MIMO scenario
Fig . 1 illustrates the linear representation of a DL MU-MIMO system using THP [5] . N is the number of transmit antennas and the number of receive antennas. An N Â 1 transmitted symbol vector is denoted by s, whose ith entry is the ith user's transmitted symbol. E is a permutation matrix which changes the order of userstreams [4] . B 2 C NÂN and F 2 C NÂN are a lower triangle precoding matrix and a unitary matrix. a is a perturbation vector, which is produced by modulo operation in the THP [3] . In Fig. 1 , d ¼ s þ a denotes a modified transmitted signal in the linear representation of the THP scheme. A received signal vector y 2 C NÂ1 can be expressed as
where x 2 C NÂ1 is a transmitted signal vector, and n 2 C NÂ1 is a noise vector whose entries are assumed to be independent additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 2 n . A MIMO channel matrix is denoted as H 2 C NÂN . For the MU-MIMO scenario, the QRD is defined by
whereas HE ¼ QR for the SU-MIMO scenario in [6] . Q 2 C NÂN is a unitary matrix and R 2 C NÂN is an upper triangular matrix whose ijth element is r ij . And, a LQ decomposition of EH is given by
where F ¼ Q, and S ¼ R H . When we define a vector
and a diagonal matrix, G ¼ diagfr d g, a precoding matrix B is given by
The diagonal elements of B are unity. From Fig. 1 , we can rewrite Eq. (1) as
The MIMO channel matrix can be decomposed as
Using Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain
where
Finally, an equalized output is given bŷ When we express the diagonal matrix G p as
the ith entry of y in Eq. (8) is given by
We can select a permutation matrix E so as to minimize the MSE [5] ; however average BER is inferior to that of the MMSE-THP scheme in [4] .
Proposed ZF-THP scheme
Instead of minimizing the MSE, we maximize a sum-rate in order to select an appropriate permutation matrix. The sum-rate of the ZF-THP scheme in Fig. 1 is given by
where R i ¼ logðg 2 pðiÞ þ 1Þ denotes the bit-rate of the ith user in Eq. (12) when γ is an average SNR per user. We maximize Eq. (13) with respect to the permutation matrix E.
As discussed in [6] , we have to resort to the exhaustive search, in which we must repeat the QRD by N! times because we search the maximum value of R for all possible permutation matrices. To avoid such a large search, we adapt the MSQRD in [6] for the DL MU-MIMO scenario because executing one QRD is sufficient to obtain an appropriate permutation matrix. The MSQRD for the MU-MIMO scenario is shown in Table I .
The difference between Table I and the MSQRD in [6] can be seen in the step 1 and 9 as we need to modify the input and output matrices because of the difference in the QRD.
The MSQRD searches for the maximum gain, r 2 ll , in the lth iteration and exchanges the order of the user-streams. According to [6] , we can anticipate that the MSQRD in the MU-MIMO scenario also show almost the same performance with the exhaustive search. We omit the discussion on the optimality as it is to be the same one shown in [6] . We will confirm it numerically in the next section. 
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end As shown in [6] , the product sum
pðiÞ is constant. It is clear that maximizing g 2 pðiÞ results in maximizing the bit-rate R i of the ith user, and then we can increase the sum-rate. However, the channel gains of other users decrease because of the constraint. This can causes g 2 pðjÞ ( 1 where i ≠ j on the jth user. In this case, the jth user does not give any impact to the sum-rate as R j ¼ logðg 2 pðjÞ þ 1Þ ' logð1Þ ¼ 0. We can therefore remove the jth user from the transmission. This suggests that we may assign more bits to users with a large channel gain and assign less or zero bits to users with a small one.
This unequal bit allocation strategy seems to give the unfairness in instantaneous bit-rate among users. However, when we consider that our scheme is to be applied to MU MIMO-OFDMA systems, base stations will manage the subcarriers per user so that each user can keep a required bit-rate.
Here we discuss the computational complexity. Although both the MMSE-THP in [4] and the MSQRD have the same order, OðN 3 Þ, of complex multiplications, the proposed algorithm does not need additional matrix calculation such as the inverse of a MIMO channel covariance matrix, which we require in the initial setting of the MMSE-THP. The proposed scheme is therefore more computationally efficient than the MMSE-THP scheme.
Numerical results
Numerical simulations have been conducted with a flat MIMO channel model, and their results are shown in Fig. 2 . The elements of the MIMO channel matrix H are i.i.d. with the complex Gaussian.
To confirm the optimality of the MSQRD, we evaluate cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) as a function of sum-rate with N ¼ 4 and ¼ 10. Permutation matrices are constructed by using two schemes, the exhaustive search and the MSQRD. The results are shown in Fig. 2(a) . The figure shows that the MSQRD exhibits approximately optimal capability in the given conditions. 64QAM are applied as modulation schemes. Forward error collection does not applied. Numerical simulations of the average BER in the flat MIMO channel can be seen in many studies [3, 4] to evaluate basic performance of the precoders.
We have referred to them in our evaluation. In the figure, a bit allocation pattern is denoted as (m 1 m 2 Á Á Á m N ) where m i is the number of bits in the ith user-stream after the stream permutation. The average BER of the proposed ZF-THP and the MMSE-THP in [4] are compared. As the receiving SNRs of all users in the MMSE-THP scheme are approximately the same [6] , the reasonable bit allocation patterns are (4444) and (444444). On the other hand, the proposed ZF-THP scheme outperforms or is equivalent to the MMSE-THP in the high SNR region when we select the bit allocation patterns of (6640) and (666420), which have provided the best average BER performance in the proposed scheme.
Conclusions
In this study, a ZF-THP scheme with user-stream permutation for the DL MU MIMO-OFDMA systems has been investigated. Numerical results have shown that the strategy in [6] for the SU-MIMO scenario is also effective in improving the performance of the ZF-THP scheme in the MU-MIMO scenario.
A study on transmission power control for wireless LAN under overlapping BSS environment
, and Tomoaki Kumagai Abstract: Recently, with the widespread use of wireless local area network (WLAN), many access points (APs) and stations (STAs) of WLAN are densely employed. Since the dense deployment of APs causes an overlapping basic service set (OBSS) environment which results in increased interference, the area spectral efficiency decreases. In this paper, in order to improve the area spectral efficiency under OBSS environment, we proposed a transmission power control scheme using an indicator issued from a neighbor AP. If the AP knows that the channel occupancy rate (COR) of OBSS is increasing by reporting from associated STAs, it issues an indicator, and other AP hearing the indicator change their transmission power accordingly. We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme by computer simulation with different AP separations. Simulation results show the proposed scheme achieves high area spectral efficiency. [2] as a method of improving area-spectral efficiency in high-density environments. Raising CCA threshold enables spatial reuse of radio resources and improves space utilization efficiency. However, it is also necessary to adaptively control transmission data rate or the CCA threshold according to instantaneous signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio. Another way to improve the area-spectral efficiency is to control transmission power so that the amount of available resources in each BSS increases, i.e. channel occupancy rate (COR) of OBSS reduces. In this paper, we propose a transmission power control scheme using an indicator issued from a neighbor AP. If the AP knows the COR of OBSS increases, it issues the indicator, and other AP hearing the indicator change their transmission power according to their previous action. We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme by computer simulation with different AP separations. Simulation results show the proposed scheme achieves high area spectral efficiency. 
Overview of proposed scheme
To solve this trilemma, this paper proposes a transmission power control scheme using an indicator issued from a neighbor AP in order to reduce the amount of available resources in each BSS and to realize efficient sharing of radio resources among OBSS. We assumed a multi-BSS environment as shown in Fig. 1 . In the proposed scheme, each STA periodically change its transmission power and then it measures COR of other BSSs, and it reports the measured COR to its associating AP. Each AP compares the maximum value of the reported COR ( max ) with that in the previous measuring period ( prev ). If max is higher than ( prev þ n) where n is a margin for avoiding a misjudgment due to measurement error, the AP sends the indicator to other AP. The detail for issuing the indicator is shown as Algorithm 1. Next, we explain the processing of transmission power control shown as Algorithm 2. If each AP receives the indicator, it carries out the opposite operation of the previous power control. (If it raised its transmission power and received the indicator, it reduces its transmission power in the next interval, and vice versa.) Otherwise, it makes the action in the previous interval again. As a result, the proposed scheme can reduce the COR of each BSS by raising the transmission rate with the aid of increasing transmission power when the distance of BSSs is small. On the other hand, the proposed scheme can avoid generating OBSS by reducing the transmission power when the distance of BSSs is large. 
Performance evaluation
We have evaluated the performance of the proposed scheme by computer simulation using Riverbed Modeler ver. 18.5 [3] . Fig. 1 shows the assumed network configuration. There are 3 APs, and the distance between APs is set to 400 m (initially, in non-OBSS environment) or 125 m (always in OBSS environment). Moreover, in order to simplify the evaluation, STAs do not move. The propagation loss is subject to free-space propagation loss at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. The WLAN is based on IEEE 802.11n, and the transmission data rate is determined from the received power. The number of STAs in each BSS is 10. Each STA is randomly located within a radius of 125 m (in a communication range at a transmission power 0 dBm) from its associating AP. The packet size is set to 1500 bytes, which is the maximum Ethernet frame size, and only downlink traffic is assumed. In the paper, initial transmission power is set to 0 dBm, and the transmission power is changed every 5 seconds. It is increased by 1 dB and decreased by 1 dB or 3 dB. The power margin n is set to 0.1 because this value gives a good performance for these simulation configurations in the preliminary simulation. Fig. 2(a) shows the average throughput of the proposed scheme when the distance between APs is 400 m. Until 35 seconds (7 dBm), the average throughput is improved due to the increase of the transmission rate, and the OBSS does not occur. After 35 seconds, the average throughput is decreased because the OBSS occurs and APs share the radio resources. At this time, the average transmission power is also decreased as shown in Fig. 2(b) . By this control, the OBSS is cleared and the average throughput is improved, and then this control is repeated. As a result, the proposed scheme improves the average throughput by about 1.8 times compared with the case of 0 dBm. The throughput performance of the proposed scheme with power decreasing by 1 dB is also shown in Fig. 2(c) . The performance degrades compared with that with power decreasing by 3 dB. It implies that the optimal step of power change exists, and the optimization of transmission powerchanging step (and the margin n) is left as future work. Fig. 3(a) shows the average throughput performance of the proposed scheme when the distance between APs is 125 m. In this evaluation, we have assumed APs are densely employed such as a railway terminal station and an airport lobby. In this case, the OBSS occurs since the start time of the simulation. In Fig. 3(b) , the proposed scheme uses the higher transmission rate by increasing the transmission power. Therefore, the proposed scheme improves the average throughput performance by about 5 times at the maximum compared with the case of 0 dBm by the decreasing of the COR. The performance of the proposed scheme with power decreasing by 1 dB and 3 dB are the same, because the proposed scheme does not decrease the transmission power under this condition. The reason why these results do not transition drastically is that the evaluation is Monte Carlo simulation, that is to say the timing at which the AP changes the transmission power differs due to the arrangement of the STAs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the transmission power control scheme using an indicator issued from a neighbor AP in order to reduce the amount of available resources in each BSS and to realize efficient sharing of radio resources among OBSS. The simulation results shows that the proposed scheme improves the average area throughput performance with different AP separations. In the future, we will consider modifying our transmission power control scheme to keep the optimum power. Moreover, since the proposed scheme can be employed into multiband WLAN [4] , we will evaluate the proposed scheme for the multi-band WLAN. Abstract: Network virtualization technology such as cloud edges (CEs) will contribute to the cost-effective construction of carrier networks while maintaining saving of hardware and bandwidth resources. In this letter, we propose a future metro network architecture based on Next-Generation Passive Optical Network Stage 2 technologies to support CEs. This makes it possible to reduce the number of transmitters and receivers for the accommodation of both user traffic and traffic between CEs cost-effectively by sharing burst-mode transmitters and burst-mode receivers between CEs. We execute the preliminary evaluation of network capital expenditure with the proposed method by numerical simulation. Keywords: optical passive metro network, NG-PON2, sharing burst-mode transmitters and burst-mode receivers Classification: Fiber-Optic Transmission for Communications
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Introduction
Network function virtualization [1] enables the application of virtualization technologies to carrier networks (NWs) such as virtual switches to reduce capital expenditure (CAPEX) through effective use of hardware and bandwidth resources. This is especially progressing for further development of expensive edge equipment such as cloud edges (CEs) [2] . A key technology facilitating this will be virtual machine (VM) migration according to resource usage of CEs. Therefore, future metro NWs will have to accommodate the traffic, whose directions and volume dynamically change, with supporting VM migration of CEs. To achieve this, we previously proposed the Optical Layer-2 Switch NW (OL2SW-NW) [3] , which allows bandwidths in metro NWs to be shared with optical time division multiplexing (TDM) paths according to traffic volume. The links of OL2SW-NW consist of optical TDM SWs. Therefore, when the OL2SW-NW is applied to areas of low traffic demand, the cost of OL2SW-NW will become relatively high due to the optical TDM SWs.
In this letter, we propose a future metro NW based on Next-Generation Passive Optical Network stage 2 (NG-PON2) technologies [4] , whose optical passive devices are used in the links, to reduce NW CAPEX even in areas of low traffic demand. The proposed NW enables a burst-mode (BM) transmitter (BMT) for VM migrations to share between BM receivers (BMRs) of channel terminations (CTs) in different optical line terminals (OLTs).
2 Method to share a BMT to support cloud edges 2.1 NW architecture Fig. 1(a) shows the architecture of proposed future metro NW as an extended implementation of NG-PON2. This is a bufferless wavelength division multiplexing and TDM single ring NW which provides variable bandwidth to logical paths not only between access NWs and CEs but also between the CEs. This NW can perform Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) for both traffic from CEs (T C ) and traffic from access NWs (T A ). As a method of DBA for metro NWs, we introduced two cycles to increase bandwidth utilizations [3] . To reduce NW CAPEX, the links of proposed NW consist of optical passive devices except for amplifiers. Here, we label the nodes: the ones connected to the access NW and the CE are called "A-node" and "C-node". Each node has ether-burst-converters (EBCs) that convert between Ethernet frames and BM signals according to allocated timeslots (TSs). To apply NG-PON2 technologies, the C-node's EBC is based on an OLT CT because C-nodes have to aggregate traffic. The A-node's EBC is based on an optical network unit (ONU). The proposed NW has a master node called "M-node". The M-node allocates TSs for logical paths and controls logical connections between access NWs and VMs by managing externally connected media access control (MAC) addresses of VMs. C-nodes have to communicate both A-nodes and other C-nodes. Therefore, when applying the original NG-PON2, each C-node has to prepare additional continuous-mode (CM) transmitters (CMTs) and receivers (CMRs) according to the number of C-nodes (N C ) to receive CM signals from other C-nodes and deploy L2SWs to avoid collisions of data from A-nodes and other C-nodes (We define this as a conventional method) [5] . This may increase NW CAPEX. For this issue, we proposed the method of sharing a BMR between CMTs and BMTs [6] . However, this requires the improvement of OLT CT's transmission functions to attach burst headers according to destinations of the TSs. This leads to an increase in CAPEX for the development to design the hardware circuits of OLT CT. Fig. 1(b) shows the summary of the proposed method. The proposed method can enable a BMR to receive both T A and T C accommodating both resource information and virtual images of CEs transmitted from hypervisors. This is realized by applying an ONU with a BMT to the C-node for VM migrations (ONU-C), making it possible to reduce the number of optical interfaces (IFs) and L2SWs at C-nodes while diverting configurations of the NG-PON2. The ONU-Cs are controlled by the OLT CT at the M-node (CT-M) to avoid collisions between BM signals from A-nodes and C-nodes. The CT-M executes the DBA by collecting the traffic information and measuring the delay between ONU-Cs and sets both MAC-tables and TS-tables to the ONU-Cs. Since the link of the proposed NW consists of passive devices, undesired BM signals arrive at the BMR of OLT CT on the way to the desired destined OLT CT. Therefore, optical gate switches (OSWs) are installed in front of the OLT CT and the ONU-Cs. However, the proposed method has the disadvantage that the efficiency of bandwidth utilization at the BMTs deteriorates if propagation delays between C-nodes are not integral multiples of TS length as described in Fig. 1(b) . Fig. 2 shows the configuration of the C-node and the M-node. The C-node can send TSs to the desired destination and receive the desired TSs by controlling the OSW according to the TS-table. Fig. 2 . Structure of the C-node (C-node#2 in Fig. 1(b) ) and M-node.
Proposed sharing BMT method
Sequence of proposed method
The proposed method consists of four steps;
(1) Setting local time to each node: The CT-M sets the local time (T L ) and synchronizes the clock frequency (F ck ) to each ONU-C. This is the same way as PON. Simultaneously, the ONU-Cs set the T L and synchronize the F ck to the OLT CT in the same C-node. Then, the OLT CTs set the T L and synchronize the F ck to A-nodes. Meanwhile, the A-nodes and the C-nodes send the T L back to the C-node and the M-node, respectively.
(2) Delay measurement between C-nodes: The CT-M measures propagation delays between each C-node and the M-node based on T L from the C-nodes. The propagation delay between C-nodes is calculated by subtracting the measured delay between the M-node and the C-node from each other.
(3) Execution of DBA: The M-node executes the DBA according to the amount of T A and T C . Then, the M-node sets allocated TSs to each C-node as a TS-table. Meanwhile, the C-node allocates TSs to the A-nodes belonging to this C-node using the TSs excluding the allocated TSs for C-nodes.
(4) Switching CE for VM migrations: When a VM migration occurs, the C-node which detects the new MAC address of the VM sends this information to the M-node. Then, the M-node updates and sets new MAC-tables and TS-tables to C-nodes and A-nodes. Finally, the C-nodes and A-nodes simultaneously change the bandwidth and timings of TS transmissions, with the C-nodes changing the On/Off of OSWs and the A-nodes changing the wavelength according to new MAC-tables and TS-tables.
Mathematical expression for the CAPEX
We define the C-node#j's CAPEX in the proposed method as C P j and that in the conventional method as C C j . C P j and C C j are expressed as follows: (1) mean the effectiveness of the proposed method; a BMR can receive both T A and T C and a BMT can send T C to each C-node.
Preliminary evaluation of NW CAPEX
We evaluated NW CAPEX based on Eq. (1) and (2) . We assumed that NW CAPEX is dominated by that of C-nodes. Therefore, we define the ratio of NW CAPEX (R C ) as C P =C C . To evaluate the applicable area for the proposed method, we changed N C ¼ 2{10 and T C ¼ 1{10 Gbps. The relative cost of each component was set in reference to [7, 8] , and other parameters were set in reference to [3] ( Fig. 3(a) ). We assumed that C Isolator is equal to C Coupler . Each method suitably placed amplifiers according to power budgets. The propagation delay between each node was set to 5 km (25 µs), which is a non-integral multiple of TS as the disadvantage condition of the proposed method. Fig. 3(b) shows the R C when changing N C and T C . The smaller the accommodated N C and the greater the increase in T C , the less effective sharing BMTs and BMRs becomes. Conversely, the greater the accommodated N C , the less efficient bandwidth utilization of TSs from the ONU-C caused by the disadvantage of the proposed method as described in Fig. 1(b) becomes. According to these relationships, R C at minimum became 0.48 at N C ¼ 6, T C ¼ 1 Gbps. This means the proposed method could reduce NW CAPEX by 52% at maximum. It found that the proposed method can achieve costeffectiveness under the condition that N C is below 6 or T C is below 5 Gbps at the number of A-nodes ðN A Þ ¼ 40; which is sufficient scale for current metro NWs [9] .
Summary
We proposed the future metro NW architecture based on NG-PON2 technologies, which enable a BMT for VM migrations to share between BMRs of different OLT CTs. A simulation result showed that the proposed NW could achieve reduction of NW CAPEX by a maximum of 52%. 
